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About This Game

Defeat famous opponents in musical duels. Immense yourself in fantastic story of Frederic's endeavors. Catch all the Easter
Eggs and subtle parodies hidden in the background. Practice your skills until perfection and become the Master of the Piano.

The world of music is once again threatened. The art of soulful music, the kind that touches your heart, is in grave danger of
disappearance. The evil forces that you fought so bravely are back! And they are even more powerful and desperate. Once again

you'll need to step into Frederic Chopin's shoes and face opponents that have only one agenda - to enslave the musical world,
mass produce soulless artists with their same-sounding radio hits, and reap enormous profits, hindering any creativity in the

process.

- 10 challenging musical duels with some of the most renown pop stars
- 10 fantastic, catchy tracks, inspired by Frederic Chopin's composition and different music genres.

- Quirky story with tons of parody and twists
- Extremely easy to get to, but hard to master gameplay

- Hand-painted animated comic
- Achievements and leaderboards
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Although the addon strictly speaking is 'accurate', it is now of the high quality that I expected my 14.99 to be worth. I am
training in real life for a PPL on the Cessna 152, and I wish for a more accurate and usable simulator version for when I am not
flying in real life.. The game concept is awesome and a lot of fun! There are glitches that need to be addressed. My main
complaint is you win 2 rounds and the game ends....please make it so you can set a custom number of rounds!. Gravilon is equal
parts fascinating and frustrating. I absolutely love the minimalistic style - its very unique and I haven't come across anything else
like it. The controls are simple - left and right. Instead of using the spacebar to jump, you use it to slow time - another really
cool and unique feature that I enjoyed.

As with all platformers, the goal is simple - make it to the end of the level. But unlike a sidescrolling platform, your world is
smaller and gravity works both ways. You navigate lines by either rolling on top of them or floating under them, depending on
your gravity situation. Sometimes your exit portal is right beneath you, but you have to manuever around in a circle hitting
several gravity switchers to make it to your destination.

As someone who isn't great at puzzle games, I found the levels very difficult. This game takes patience to hit small targets
precisely and to control the speed of your moving block. Holding down the A or D button even a second too long would build
too much momentum and I would fly off course.

The lack of music, the minimal look (almost like modern art), the simple controls and the cool gravity switcharoo make this a
game that's easy to return to, even for just a couple of minutes. But be prepared for a challenge!

. So much talent in programming skills but lack of communication and poor level design from the developer. The Easy Mode
changed nothing than 5 Secs more on the never-be-a-problem-timer. The difficulty is hard . But not like Dark-Souls hard. Its not
fun hard.. crashes way too much pls fix. Absolutely loved this game as a kid! Played it through like 5 times. A few years ago I
saw it on steam and decided to give it a go again. It wasn't as brilliant as I remembered it, but I still liked it.. the story was a bit
off but the character development was even worse.
the graphics were better than the older games but not good enough.
the game was fun tho, could be better if it had harder difficulties.
want to see more of the franchise, hoping it would be better.
. no help from devs or on the forums! This game is bad and worst buy on steam i ever did!. It's fun and challenging but way to
hard, one life and you don't really gain much life back. I would prefer if it had a more forgiving mechanic but it is a platformer
after all. I will say that the underworld is COMPLETE bull\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. ONE
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up and your hard work is destroyed........ It's okay. The handling is hard getting used to and not
quite what I expected. If you want a silly arcade racer, this might be for you, but at the same time all you do is race the same
laps over and over with a bunch of inivisible other players, so there's no real interaction besides chat and the time leaderboard.
The tracks get repetitive, and some are stupid difficult for no apparent reason.

It runs relatively well and looks nice at least as far as the tracks go. A lot of the textures outside of the track are pretty bad. I can
say it's crashed a few times on me, but everything loads quick enough so it's not a huge pain to get back into.
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The original Saw film that made me fall in love with the series. While a lot of people don't like the over-complicated intricate
story line and watch it more for the traps, I watch them for both.

There are so many twists and turns throughout the Saw series that re-watching the first one makes me see all of the characters
differently.. DLC verdict: Get it on sale

Comment:
The paint job for the buggy is decent and the outfit is cool (although it is VERY similar to the Urban Explorer outfit
from the Ultimate Survivor Bundle). But the real reason why people love this DLC is the Ranger Bow. With base
damage of 400, two upgrade slots and 18 rate of fire it is possibly the best bow in the game. Not only that but you can
basically craft it in the beginning of the game as the resources needed for it are trivial. If that wasn't enough this DLC
adds the ability to craft four arrow types - Ranger's (classic), Ranger's Incendiary (fire), Ranger's Electric and
Ranger's Exploding. The materials needed for these are also easy to find. Some consider this game-breaking as it really
softens the start of the game and it does tamper with it so keep that in mind. Personally I liked the ability to headshot
my way through the early stages with the classic arrows ... but the choice is yours. However, this DLC is NOT part of
the Season Pass or Enhanced Edition. As such it is probably best to get it on sale OR if you want to show more support
get it for the full price, the content is REALLY good.

P.S.: You will unlock and use the buggy during The Following campaign expansion.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. You have a dude in a bomb-proof suit, a spooky
skeleton, ex-horzine lab rat and the legendary Mr. Foster. It's nothing less and nothing more.. This game has a very
very good idea and it's cheap. It could easily be used for officers (even virtual officers), but the game is very buggy &
not up-to-the task, even for its price. I'll keep it though, if something good happens, but i've seen too much Unity games
getting abandoned, so i wouldn't count on any upgrade any time soon.. Horrible voice acting of Yuri Khovansky is
horrible. I don't like his voice.
How much money Khovansky paid to devs?. My friend and I were unable to get the multiplayer to work in this. As far
as the game itself, the gameplay was bad, the dialogue was good, but the voice acting was bad. I requested a refund for
this game.
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